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Kyrla Lowe
In The Confessional
(for my parents)

I am a poet
writing in the convention
of my time.
The convention is of
confession. I want to tell you
what that means,
and does not mean.
It does not mean everything heard or seen
in my poems is my life;
Though it may be my thought
it does not mean I am obessed
with particular thoughts,
but rather with the thought
of the whole poem, and the voice
it tries to express.

If the poem, and the style
of the poem are one,
what does the confessional
mean?
"All I want is to speak simply
for this grace I pray;
for we have loaded down even the song
with so many kinds of music
that it gradually sinks." (Seferis)
Since pretense rings hollow
in the confessional
the convention must mean a desire
to strip away pretension.

Kyrla Lowe

The words spoken there are of
elemental importance, or else
why the need to speak so clearly,
as in the confessional.
And since song seems to have begun in prayer,
and prayer is a form in confession,
May not the convention of confession be an attempt
to repossess our ability to sing?

Ill
What are the songs we seem to have lost?
There is grace in the courage to try
to maintain communion in spite of grim
lnsensitivites, because the need still exists.
And I hope there is grace in my writing this poem
to let me let you read others,
0 which some are sure to make you cringe.
And there is grace in a father
singing the only song he knows
0 comfort the child in the midst of nightmares,
c in the child trying to do the same.

J
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Philip Church
Art as Ricochet
for David Bergman
Stanfield's slap-shot from the blue-line
nearly killed Plante. Our eyes traced
its lazy parabola off the fallen face
into the smoke-haze of the Garden.

*
Black tracer of lust, illusion, design:
shock of venegance, so coldly launched.
Like a child's dream of retaliation.

Plante said, his first words after
they got him half up and breathing:
"the damned mask saved my life."

Hell, all these artists know that.
Every word, line, ricochets off a cheekbone.
Faces lifted, pale they circle him, a Chorus
in austere, bladed Harlequin.

We study his crumpled form
where it lay upon the ice,
unlimbed, masked and drawn.
Like a sudden foetus.

•&•
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Luis Cernuda

18

Los muros, nada mas.
Yace la vida inerte,
Sin vida sin ruido,
Sin palabras crueles.
i

La luz, Ifvida, escapa
y el cristal ya se afirma
contra la noche incierta
de arrebatadas lluvias.
Alzada, resucita
tal otra vez la casa:
los tiempos son identicos,
distintas las miradas.
6 He cerrado la puerta?
El olvido me abre
sus desnudas estancias
grises, blancas, sin aire
Pero nadie suspira.
Un llanto entre las manos,
Solo. Sileucio,
nada:
la oscuridad temblando.

Luis C emuda

18
(translation by Mitch Webb)

These walls, nothing else.
Life rests, inert,
Without vitality, without noise,
With no cruel words.
Lead-colored light escapes,
and now the crystal panes stand firm
against the night's whimsy
which tosses rain like reckless tears.
The house, again, as always,
breaks up, and is rebuilt.
These times are changeless,
Only the backward glances take different forms.
Have I locked the door?
This oversight unfolds
its inner rooms,
grey, white, and airless.
But no one breathes.
Only a flood of tears, quickly muffled
in the hands. Silence; nothing.
Even the darkness trembles.

7
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Beth Honecker

821

A touch, a final expression caught in its singularity.
With it a strand of hair,
an unuttered word,
a thin bone.
Its fragility protected in onion paper skin
At that point immediately preceeding complete decomposition.
Piano wire draws the jaw
a vice grip, or just a vice—The word is uttered now.
Naked truth: bones with no skin.
With no odor, but that of lillies,
buried by a dog or eaten at a supper—the fruits of a lifetime satisy a bellyThe eye with a lid sealed like a coffin
on the facts.
On the reality that this is it.
This is all there is to that ever sought for life.
Dust in a silken box.
Lying with woodworms no more fair skin
to reconcile flesh with god;

Ann Hostetler
Chapter 44 from a Children's book

Jamie pulled on her kneesocks. It was hard to see colors in the dim
light, so she did not yet know that she carefully chosen one blue sock and
one green one. She sat on the floor and looked up at Martha, who was
squinting into the mirror, braiding her own hair.
"Your braids are crooked, Martha."
"Well, you just try and braid your hair in the dark." Martha yanked at
the right braid, trying to make it feel the same as the left.
"I'm good at it." Jamie crawled under the bed, and out of her sister s
reach, to look for her shoes.
Martha fumed but didn't say anthing more. Aunt Katie had called
them early so that they could get ready to go with Uncle Noah to Bear
Meadows to look for huckleberries. He liked to leave before dawn, and she
did not want to be late. It was a good hours hike to the Meadows, a clearing
which lay part way up the mountain.
"C'mon Jamie, can't you find your shoes?"
"Wait for me, please? I'm almost done."
They clattered downstairs where Aunt Katie had breakfast for them.
Uncle Noah was already finished eating. He waited until they were through,
and inspected their feet to make sure that they were wearing good shoes for
climbing. The rubber-toed sneakers were approved, and Uncle Noah took
his hat from a peg in the kitchen wall and led the way out the narrow back
door. The sisters followed him as he walked, his shoulders slightly bent,
across the yard and past the barn and sheds. The early morning air was
cool. They huddled inside their sweaters, still not quite awake. A barbed
wire fence crossed their path and Uncle Noah bent the wires and steadied
them as they climbed over it, careful to avoid the rusted barbs. Now they
were in the field where the sheep grazed. A heavy mist crowded around
them. Martha soon forgot the torment of her lopsided braids as she pressed
her eyes against the thick moist air. She stretched her palm out in tront of
her, afraid that she was going to stumble over an invisible sheep as the long,
wet grasses unfolded, swishing, about her. The farm belonged to a dream.
Martha's mother had once explained to her that fog was actually a
cloud that comes to rest on earth. But how could a cloud, a mound of fleece
gleaming against a brilliant sky, be only steamy air? Where were the edges
°1 the cloud? It was like the discovery which she had once made while
Painting; the sky was not a blue roof over people, houses, and trees, but a
blue which extended to the earth, yet the air about one was not blue .. .
"Oh! . ..ouch."
The hardness of the earth slammed against her back, and Martha was
gazing up into a pressing, endless mist. Her leg was caught in some thing.

9

10 Ann Hostetler
"Help, wait ..." She floundered, not sure where she was caught, or which
part of her body ached. She heard Uncle Noah and Jamie retrace their steps
and propped herself up on one elbow. The mud and damp seeped through
her clothes
"Oh, Martha, are you all right?" Jamie was at her side. Martha started
to laugh and Uncle Noah bent down to untangle her foot.
"That there's a gopher hole. You have to feel out the ground carefully
when you walk so they don't catch you. But I only have to watch out for
bear holes. You see, it's lucky to have big feet." Jamie and Martha both
giggled. Uncle Noah asked how her ankle was, and Martha stretched the
joint carefully. She could feel a little flare of pain when she put her weight
on it.
"It's fine."
t
They walked on, the mist thinned, and Martha saw that they were
walking along the stream which flowed from the mountain through Uncle
Noah's property. A dark mass was visible ahead, marking the foot of the
mountain. They crossed a wooden foot bridge with rusted metal railings. A
spiderweb stretched from the railing to the wooden bridge floor. She caught
her breath and stopped; it was covered with dew and shimmered, spun silver
beaded with liquid pearls.
The sun had burned through the mist by the time they had climbed to
Bear Meadows. The air warmed quickly. Sweating from the climb, Martha
took off her muddy red sweater and tied it around her waist. Jamie
followed her example. The clearing sloped upwards, Uncle Noah continued
climbing, and the girls followed him wearily. Martha lagged behind, she did
not want to admit that it was the pain in her ankle which slowed her down.
At last they stopped, and Uncle Noah turned around. Beneath them they
could see over the trees and down to clusters of wooden boxes scattered
along the crooked roads. A blue mist still hovered in the valley. Uncle Noah
pointed out his farm, and Sarah's beyond it. Martha noticed for the first
time that the roof over her Aunt and Uncle's back porch sagged.
"Let's just sit here and wait for Aunt Katie to come out." Jamie
craned her neck trying to see a moving speck by the mouse sized garden.
But Uncle Noah had already found a huckleberry thicket and was shaking
the berries into the tin pail he had brought along. Martha found that she
could crouch with her weight on her left leg, and forget the throbbing ank e
until she had to move. The huckleberries grew on low scraggly bushes whie
were scattered along the edges of the meadow, half hidden in the tall, sturdy
weeds. They searched out all of the ripe berries in one place, then shifted to
another repeating the same motions again. The dull purple beads piled up111
the pail very slowly. Martha tried to think of the huckleberry pies Aunt
Katie would make when they returned, to keep her spirits up. It always took
so much longer to pick berries than she had remembered. Her back ache ,
her legs were scratched, her dress was caked with mud, and every time she
reached for a berry a branch or twig would catch in her bulky sweater and

Ann Hosteller
tug at her impatiently until she untangled it. The sun was getting hot, too.
Uncle Noah picked intently, his fingers were nimble and his eyes trained to
see ripe berries long after Martha had given up on a bush. She kept a look
out for Jamie to make sure she wasn't eating any. At last Uncle Noah
looked up.
"I think she's full enough. If we fill her too full they'll just spill out on
the way back." He smiled at his bedraggled neices. "How about a nice cool
drink of water?"
But where could you find water so far from anywhere? The idea of a
cool drink sounded so good to Martha that she felt even more discouraged.
Jamie walked around Uncle Noah. She was looking to see if he had brought
a jug with him and kept it hidden.
"You just follow me." He winked and found a path through the brush
at the edge of the clearing and slipped back into the woods. He waited until
both girls had struggled through before moving on. Martha had forgotten
her ankle, but as she thought of the long walk ahead, the pain bit her with
renewed vigor. She walked bravely into the woods. Her eyes welled up with
'ears. But she did not want to tell Uncle Noah. Sun came through the trees
a"d filtered onto the path, a faint breeze tickled the leaves and the spots of
light on the path flickered. The slight motions of such a wealth of leaves
together made a cool, rushing noise. Martha walked stiffly, biting her lip.
She could not help limping slightly.
"What's the matter, Martha?" Jamie slipped her arm around her
sister's waist.
"It's my foot, but I'll be O.K."
"Martha, I think you should tell Uncle Noah right away."
"No, Jamie, it'll just go away."
"Well, then I'll help you walk."
They heard another rushing sound. Uncle Noah stopped ahead, and
amie cried out, "Oh, I know! It's a stream, Martha!"
Uncle Noah handed Martha a cup, and she tasted the cold, sweet
ater» slowly wetting her lips. The cup was made from a half of a coconut
s e'l, a hole had been drilled into it, and a piece of wire was strung through
' e hole so that it could be hung up. Martha took a few gulps and handed it
to Jamie. When she finished Uncle Noah dipped the cup back into the
stI"cam and then looked at Martha.
'Is your foot still sore? Martha nodded. He told her to sit down and
°°k off her shoe and sock. The ankle was swollen and Uncle Noah told her
0 Pit it in the water. The clear water flowed over the pain like ice. Jamie
a 'aken off her shoes and socks, too, and waded, splashing, into the
reajn. She forgot how tired the morning's hike had made her.
Oh, Martha, let's do this again!"
Martha stood up and walked out towards Jamie. Her ankle didn't hurt
nymore. She wanted another drink of water and asked where the cup was.
nc'e Noah took it down from a nail driven into the scaly bark of an old

H

12 Ann Hosteller
oak which overhung the stream. Twenty years ago, he told them, he had
made the cup and left it there for other hunters and hikers to use. Martha
cradled it in her hands. The water on Uncle Noah's farm came trom this
stream, but the water from the cup tasted ditferently. She was quite sure
that it was the cup which changed its flavor. She drank deeply, and she did
not remember the pain in her ankle once on the way home.
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Robert Hahn

Speech of The Last Sacrificial Man
—Would you hit a lady with a baby?
—No, I'd hit her with a brick!

Preparing to be slain, reduced to listening
I hear you say it was nothing
when we touched you: a slippery
half-truth, but what can I do?
My but weren't we highly regarded! I'll say!
when the man was replaced, year after year
when our flinging on the fields
was a sign of hope
0, sweetheart, it's all over now!
The last king's head
shaven and bent, forced to attend
your tragic drone
telling yourselves: Life will be simpler!
Well, it's true, as far as that goes, it's really
adazzling simplification
but listen these
are the last man's last words:
I never cared that much
about being worshipped or being called
"king," believe it or not. At worst
I regarded myself as a kind
of entertainer, a provider of comic relief
I realize I may have been wrong
Apparently I was. O.K. then
So long girls and don't forget
we all make mistakes

The Poem Of Poems

1.
In this poem I keep nothing back
The facts are
8:00 p.m., Wednesday the ninth of July
temperature 75
I've changed the figures
to make it sound
right

2.
Here I address the Lord
devoutly in the line
of Donne, Hopkins, Berryman, Lowell & other
fine egotistical quasi or lapsed
religious poets
Hear me o Spirit
a wasp at ease in his buzzing body
plodder, polluter, existentialist-humanist
' call it Labels on the Mirror
3.
In this one I am drunk for the last time
That much is clear
por
a

the rest, let it be
reminiscence of the many

kilos of chianti & retsina
mountain streams on the rocks
handsome bottles of J. W. Dant & Ballantine Ale
's such a good poem so far
may change my mind

Robert Hahn
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Robert Hahn
4.

Here is a poem of sounds
Three which console me
Night-sounds
The breath of my children falling asleep
A woman
faking orgasm
The clatter of my typewriter

5.
How can you stand to look at me, in this one
I am silent, morose, lumpish
for hours
You can't
It makes you sick
You say it is the last time
Either I speak
or you leave
That's it
If you heard what I was thinking
you'd be miles away

6.
In that last poem
you thought
I was thinking
I wish you'd leave
or thinking of
someone else
Didn't you didn't you
o I know you, listen you
my mind was an utter blank

Robert Hahn
7.
Creation is celebrated here
I hate to be sentimental
but at such times I think of my children, of
Charley waddling with buckets in his hands
one red, one blue, both full of air
& the only word he knew was o.k.
8.
This is a naked poem
See, I take off
my clothes, rub my
belly with both hands &
admire my genitals
I am not kidding about this poem
It is no ironic comment on other poets
I think its content is
just fine
9.
I want this poem to represent silence
Swoon, trance
one hand clapping, lotus position
that sort of thing
I want there to be a ballooning silence
between each word
I want a sense of religious peace
in the spaces between the lines
I can't get
the hang of it

17
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10.
This one Knows it's a lie
before it opens its mouth
So it smiles
& speaks of things it hopes will please you, recipes
for dishes that cook themselves
astound your guests
& poison
the name of one person
who wrote you many wonderful letters & didn't
read your answers
»

11.
This poem is a poster
announcing The will is free
Through patience, forgiveness and fortitude
we earn the right to begin
again and we do
It is plain, in bright colors
like posters
for a play that folded before it came to town
12.
Here is a love poem
All it has to say is I love you
believe it or not
in spite of you, in spite of me
despite the shit
& in regard to silences
defenses & grim insensitivities nevertheless
I love you a poem to replace
some drivel about a branching tree
written by Kahil Gibran
& read at our marriage ceremony
which I won't quote here

Robert Hahn

13.
Not all poems make it
Like this one
So late
My fingers on the keys like rotten carrots
14.

This is the trapeze artist's poem
Just getting up in the air
& going through the motions
's the whole point
In times of war
everyone questions the use of these feats
except soldiers
'•stening to baseball games on the Armed Forces Radio Network

19
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Karen Pool
dusk conversation as night comes quickly
we were standing under pink boughs
as the dusk dropped down like geese feathers
soft round us, and lantern globes
along the path bean to glow and shine,
their internal, scientific rhythms humming,
clouds uncovered stars,
a mosquito munched my ear.
there is no romance here,
t
these prosaic people hunch
over, Christ, they grind behind
books meant for more thoughtful study.
their nights of love
are fast becoming perfunctory.
release of the animal is a zoo stampede,
the giraffes are stepping on rutabagas at the corner market.
my lower nature wants feeding.
our talk continues.
it is dark now, the dusk has shed
black feathers round the colors in my eyes
and you are a black shape with earrings
winking in the glow of the globes.
we have just seen, you say,
one of gods little miracles.

Karen Pool

misplacement
(I knew he had it in him.)
i love my dog
haven't i too thought
i d let him take me
it in human skin
(i shrink, as you do, from sodomy)
she wants him—not the others,
that pack of canine brutes
their hot breath howls through my window all night,
this stray bitch in heat is eroticizing the neighborhood,
couples make wild love on staircase landings
they think they are immortal,
they think they are gods with their souls between their legs,
i hear their moans.
their dogs throw their heavy bodies against garage doors,
these dogs, their fantasies have outgrown the limits of their heads
and last night i too went running through my dreams
°n soft animal paws.

21
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Marian Brody

Time of the Cherries
"J'aimerais toujours le temps des cerises,
C'est de ce temps-la que je garde au coeur
Une plaie ouverte."
—J. B. Clement
It was March that I returned here,
my wind cut town,
to your gracious stones
and the arms of your valley.
r
The sun had been blown away that day.
Thin grey rain fell and began to fall again
When by chance I met you at your door.
We both jumped, I believe,
to see memory take form.
In the house,
a black bellied stove rescued from
a sootier streetside of Frankfort
warmed the air;
And as we talked and drank,
the passing day fell deeper into rain,
and then fell on into night.
and then I stood alone in the kitchen,
cold as coal,
the stone house made no sound;
and I stood, immobile between lives,
before turning to climb the ladder to your bed.
It happened as easily as that in that attic room, cold,
Where that last ice vessel broke
to free warm blood.
In the morning I looked out the small window
to the valley suspended in haze.
All that day, the next,
I sat by the stove in the rushing thaw
and watched your hands.
The months turned like planets around this house and you;
The sun leaned closer

A

Marian Brody
and the moons face became big and orange,
touched by dusty fingertips.
We put the stove away
and the trees filled with cherries in the fields below;
cherries like bellies,
in handfulls, in mouthfulls.
The valley was sweet with wild popies, thyme,
and yellow suckled flowers that sprung in full bushes,
smelled like oranges,
filling the air with their necter dust.
You brought them in armfulls.
We sat at the rim of the valley at night,
as at the edge of the sea.
The mountain arms rocked us,
closed the world.
The summer grew larger and burnt the flowers;
the cherries were picked away,
or fell, white pits;
The earth stretched dry in the mountain's thick arms.
Between the misted oaks of morning
and the evening's gentle cast
the days became harsh.
We rested in seperate stone houses
or went prowling like thin wolves
scattered by the stones of grey clothed farmers
and the wife's worse jeer.
We hid from the summer,
joys only cautious,
until the sun's fever was hottest and the nights most sweet.
and we came together again then,
•ong enough only to merit
the tearing of some inner flesh
bound with its beginning heal.
The summer broke there.
' will remember the time of the cherries
and the white sun that followed their fall.
Summer fields gnarled and sweet
^ho a song you sing bent sudden as a gnome.
The nights are gentle in this valley
whose closed arms will let you believe that it is the world, entire.
To the cherries we will fall always,
and I to the wild bent thyme
hung musky and sweet from the roof beams.

23
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David Lynn 25

The mountain wind rapped him where he was perched just below the
summit, driving clean air into his lungs. I he cradle fit him nicely; he
jammed his boots into a small outcrop and leaned back against the solid
wall—already having been there for forty-five minutes relaxing trom the
climb up the path of this Canadian Rocky. Larger mountains were to the
sides and behind, and before him lay a world of greens and browns and
flashed of water, brushed by the same winds that reached him here, and he
strained in his mind to see the ocean which was beyond even this elevated
view.
Though this spot was often visited the fall inches away was wonderful,
and Lowell tried to guess just how far down it was. There was no final
f bottom—at each ledge or mound, smaller mountain, or hill or crag, there
was a new drop, shearing through pines to other blackened crevices.
h was surprising that being June there weren't more climbers, backPackers, or tourists on the mountain, but the unusually cool morning in the
village had convinced them to wait. The transcontinental train which Lowell
bad boarded in Quebec had dropped him and the other new arrivals late the
night before, and continued towards Vancouverx. This morning he had
gotten up just before daylight, put on several layers of light wool, stored in
bis pack the sandwiches and thermos of coffee for which he'd arranged with
I the Scottish housekeeper the night before, and was on the trail when dawn
aPPcared below him to the east. Surprised by the tightness in his gut as the
srnall sun brought with it frail colors for the morning, he wished that he
i could share the moment.
He mounted a large boulder where he could sit with a free view, and ate
[ most of one dry sandwich washed with the good, strong coffee. The sun
. r°se quickly from the horizon before slowing, and after watching until it
Was too bright, Lowell climbed down to the trail and followed it, whistling
K fief snatches, as it wound up and around to the other side of the mountain,
i
The path was steeper the higher he went, the trees fewer and stubbier,
K tnally ending altogether, and the gravel free of the soil which mixed with it
0Wer on the slope. The final fifty yards were tough, forcing him to bend
°r^ard into a crouch alternately bracing and climbing with his legs, and
cawing with his hands. They were raw when he at last reached the summit
r ^'jb his heart pounding and his lungs burning from swallowing gulps of
j-°ld air. He rested on one knee and stood, feeling the sweat drying several
aVcrs of clothing below the surface, feet firmly planted, and hands in lists
^'s sides. The ache in his chest came again as he wanted to grab someone
and Point and whisper roughly, "My God, look at that."
The weight of the pack burned his shoulders, and he slid down to this
c a lew yards below top. Disentangling himselt Irom the straps he
'Pped some more coffee and continued to stare out on his world as the
UaV warmed.
Two short phrases of Mozart played through his mind as they had tor

26
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the entire trip; two tune fragments from the same piece, but he had
forgotten the sections which linked them. So now he would half whistle and
half think through a phrase, the end of each turning back upon itself so that
he dwelt upon the loop of one until he consciously turned to the other.
Realizing that it wouldn't be long before the other travelers followed
him up the slope Lowell found the other sandwich, finished off the col lee at
the same time. He rose, a bit hunched by the overhang, and stripped to his
bright tartan shirt, piled the other clothes around the pack, and again
scrambled to the top of the mountain.
Facing north he saw the extension of the Rockies. There was no gentle
grade on this side, just a sharp face of stone dropping to the base ot the
mountain and to the lesser crags and hills. With his feet spread to guard his
balance he inched to the edge, stopped for an irfctant, and with a thrust
away from the side as from a diving platform so that he wouldn't hit until
the bottom, with eyes closed, he fell into the air.
He lost his breath with the leap, not tumbling particularly, just tailing,
and sucking desperately, was unable to draw air; the drag of the la"
preventing it. He reached with his arms, flailing, drowning not tailingConvulsive, his lungs clutched for air breaking his eyes open. Breath. But lie
wasn't falling, he was lying sprawled and shaking, his eyes open but unable
to sec in a thin, cold blackness without a grey hint of light.
"Shit", over and over again, whispering, not aware he was saying it.
Terror. Late one night as a kid he had thought of death, watching himsell
decay in the box, running through the house to his mother whom he
couldn't touch with his fear. Now that bile was in his stomach and throat as
he shook. Reaching with his eyes until they hurt, seeing nothing.
He touched what he was lying on, knowing it to be rock from the
coarse unpatterncd grain, cold through the sweat of his hands. He shivered.
the sweat which soaked his shirt chilling him in the alrealy cold darkness.
There was no bree/c and the dry air parched his lips. He continued to suck
in as much as his lungs would hold but wasn't satisfied.
Sitting up he brought his knees to his chest and held them with h|S
arms, not ready yet to try and stand. He waited a long time for his breath to
slow and for his heart to stop pounding in his chest and ears, waiting lor the
shudders of primal fear to pass. It seemed that he'd suffered a concussion,
his thoughts ran together, memories blending with dreams, sequences of
events shattered, time changing speeds, he was uncertain of the past aiid of
how long he'd been here. He couldn't fasten his mind to particulars and
finally gave up trying. This eased his fear as he sat mute, ideas and
memories washing through him. He was numb, and the fear gave wa>
loneliness.
his
Time passed, or should have passed, and his mind cleared as
loneliness grew. Sitting where he was, hugging the warmth of his legs. * •
comforting, and this darkness pressed him to sit still and safe rather than
crawl blindly into a blazcless wilderness. Back came the Mozart tunes e\
though he didn't think or call for them. They ran through his mind over and
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over, quicker, the orchestration imagination, Lowell finding himselt
whistling the naked tune.
And the darkness gave way to the music, changing, warming, growing
lighter, and receding to cold blankness as Lowell stopped in shock. Drunk,
he was out of control both of himself and everything around him, but in
stead of rolling softly with smooth wine, he was scared, more than scared.
The back of his head and neck knotted with tension, fear, and confusion,
and shaking them violently didn't help. He cried, not sobbing or moaning
though his mouth was open and his throat heavy with mucous. 1 ears
washed down his face, and resting his head on his arms he cried himsell dry.
After a long while he was calm and emptied and stronger. Note by
n°te, as clearly as he could manage while still shaking slightly, he whistled
one of the tunes and then the other, and again the darkness laded into
Porous visiblity. Lowell sat up on his knees, perched on his toes and hands,
and stood. Everyting (though it was an empty everything) grew lighter and
warmer the faster and louder he whistled. His lips were dry and cracked, so
be sang the notes long after his throat was sore. He switched to other
Melodies and songs, his chest full and breathing deeply.
The light and air were rich, tactile, suspending colors within them.
They covered a long, wide, empty plain of stone, and he stood with his
hands in his pockets, still humming various tunes (the light tading gently to
a duskish haze), musing, and afraid to laugh. Afraid to stop humming
because he wasn't yet ready for the dark.
There was no point in standing still, and he strode oft in a random
direction, though except for variations here and there in the grain of the
stone bed it was impossible to judge his process. The rock was coarser as he
walked than when he sat and touched it with his hand; it grabbed at the
soles ol his boots with each step so that he couldn't slide or shut tie along the
surface.
The initial shock and fear and pain were gone, his mind heavy and
Muddied. Humming and walking, no longer looking about, just straight
down and traveling without desire.
The response of light to music cleared his head, thrilled him, pulsing
* isers of tension and pleasure through his spine as he conducted the
,sPlay ot the hard plain, and indeed changing his own mood with the
•"•lliance or dusk of the tunes he hummed. And he laughed, suddenly,
ecPly, as an old memorization struck him, and he chanted it under his
bfeath.
' bedimmed the noontide sun, call'd forth the mutenous winds, and
the green sea, and the azur'd vault set roaring war."
THere was a roar as at him flew all the Prosperos he'd seen on stage and
^a imagined as he read the play. Nightmarish, there followed disjointed
enceS' an(j nojse< ancj musjCt a tempest in themselves, swirling, real and
1 ' and yet mere image, changing, and chasing him as he ran. They didn't
foil 0W
' but slowed and faded with the light, for Lowell wasn't making a
w,xt
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sound as he struggled with himself to get away. It grew dark softly around
him as he stopped and stood panting, very, very tired, his mind racing—hut
the nightmare was within now, the images, thoughts, and memories again
loosed from his control. He sat, tired, afraid, shivering; numbing slowly, he
slept.
He awoke disoriented, not understanding the darkness, and with a
clasp of fear in the instant that the forgetfullness changed to memory an
then to doubt in the memory itself. Sitting up was difficult because his sense
of balance was distorted without visual reassurance. A cup of coffee an
some eggs would have been welcome.
It wasn't easy to begin to hum or whistle again; the darkness wasn t as
threatening, and it was tempting to avoid what he'd gone through before, to
just sit and relax and sleep. It was if he were back in school trying to get out
of bed for an eight o'clock class, and the argument about what a az>
bastard he was seemed comfortably lame as he lay sprawled, sleepy an
relaxed.
Gradually the darkness leaned against him as he woke more ^u"^' 'S
nerves tightening, and as he sat up his right leg shook in shattered rhyt
He half-hummed, half-breathed a few notes, hacking out a melo y
himself, and the light leapt in response. The burst of color startled him. a
in reflex he stopped humming for an instant; catching himself he
again just as he realized that there'd been no change while he d ^cs,'ateng
The glow was still rich and full as he halted again, waiting and won en
what had happened.
n
The atmosphere was more sensual, malleable, than yesterday; his o
few discordant notes had it throbbing. And Lowell stood silently wit ^
hands on his hips, a kid with a new box of tinker-toys and all the power
his world.
He
And aloud, "Sun". He called the word but there was nothing- ^
missed the sun and wanted it—he didn't like this light with no sourC.n
Again, thinking now of how he loved the sun, of the thousands of wa^S. js
which he'd seen it and heard it described, of trying to look throng t
fingers to see it when he was small, he spoke but no yell in his voice. ^ '
It was there; somehow all of it, in all the ways he thought of it, it was t c
warm and powerful, and just standing under it, looking down at
washed his shoulders and back with warmth.
jc
Excited, shaking, he shaped a world he needed to touch. The s'^jn
words he used so carefully made a pattern for themselves in his mind a
the organic birth around him. The first he wanted were "trees", a'1
^
were blown before and around him in a greenish brown mass. As he ra
"trees" and strained to seperate them, they gelled and solidified.
jc
at one foetal bud he whispered "oak", and it spread into the most maj
of trees. The bark focusing into reality as he looked for it, grey»
spreading into green, silent and strong. It stood before him, waiting ^
came to it, touching at arms length. Solid. Solid. His arms as far arou
as they would reach, hugging the oak, old weathered bark rubbing his
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The rock beneath him heaved and swelled, carrying him with it, as with
the stroke of each word he painted a world still clear in his mind: sunrise on
the mountain slope. With the touch of the cold morning air he knew it was
complete, shivering as he sat on the same boulder, but dressed this time in
only the one tartan shirt so that his fingernails turned blue. Shaking from
cold and excitement and loneliness.
In the tense equilibrium of crafting a world he'd felt whole and it was
only now as he calmed and rested that he was aware of solitude within his
creation, and he tired to bring others to join him. Thinking ol people he'd
known with whom he wanted to share this magic he shouted and whispered
'heir names. Concentrating, trying to remember and reconstruct their laces
and moods, he was lonely and more and more desperate as his magic failed
him.
His arms wrapping his chest, nails pinching through the shirt to his
skin, Lowell pressed his head against his knees. The high soft sky and open
hght sucked at him, showing him all his world as he sat alone in it, just as
'he darkness had pressed upon his chest with smothering solitude. He
hasn't thinking of particular friends now or calling them, his mind was
heavy and tired, and it was an animal ache which wanted.
He sensed someone next to him before he looked up. A pretty girl with
her hair tucked back inside her windbreaker, lips blue from the cold, and
looking at the pendant sun still balanced on the horizon. She was close to
him and with him as the angles in which she sat acknowledged. She turned.
'From here it seems a gentle, beautiful world."
Smiling, she shared the dawn with him. Her eyes were watering from
lhe wind, and as she looked at him, Lowell saw the sun reflected in them
and a small shadow of himself. Leaning awkwardly on one hand to touch
a°d hold her, he felt her breath against his lips just before he could kiss her,
and all shattered painlessly.
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Re: The Sun Rising
Written in the "spirit of emulation"
and dedicated to Daniel and Donne

Limber enough, thou supple sphere,
Though bounds there be,
To tumble through and roundly fall on me,
Rocked by thy antics, cradled too severe:
Pull me up short from languid lay;
Push me to set my bed to rights;
Liken my stretching to the stretching day,
Though days are stretching all to sooner nights.
Dawn, early come, and quicker to the climb,
Now bounces back from daylight saving time.
Of golden form and sunbeam limb,
An acrobat—
And time's horizon is thy graceful mat,
My clumsy mattress but an interim.
An hour trimmed, and hour gone—
A clown has juggled it away.
The clown a-bed belies a morning yawn
In features that mock anguish to the day.
Reluctant youth, in me, the sleepy fool,
Reluctant to let age set in his rule.
Double-beaming in my eyes,
Enlightening,
I do so mark thy tendency to spring
And would adopt compuls'ry exercise
To fitly model thee the more
In movement met in daily vent.
The theme of day had many suns before
One lit upon this page: this poet bent
On brilliance, innuendoed as a pun,
This poem, praise to thee, from me, is done.

k

H ood)' Newman

Steel-Town

This town has no women
and most of the men
have chosen steel for lovers.
They like smelting fierce limbs
and arms and watching
the red glow of passion
harden to grey. Some roll
between the hills as a hand
would two breasts.
They erect girdled beams
with grungy fingers and bend
them back for a kiss
deep and long
till they crack
and they scream.

/
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Mary Jane Barnett

lines

the jagged flight
of a black-capped chickadee
corrugates the sky.

thick hedgerows
outline the deep green meadows;
vectors; points of intersection.

Ill
the cut grass
falls in lateral ripples
and slows the descent of the hill.
IV
a glance retrieved
across a crowded pub,
woven through elbows and pint glasses.
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Dark Angel Midnight

The muffled sounds of the hospital filtered through the walls, echoing
in her ears as though in a empty warehouse. The radiator hissed in the
corner of the room, and the bed sheets pressed close to her, warm and
moist. She reached out a hand, groping for the lamp; her knuckles struc
the shade, and she heard the lamp wobble back and forth on the night-ta e
beside her.
The light flicked on, she lay back heavily in bed, and the room was as
always. The walls and ceiling were baby blue—a mild, anesthesizing
color—and an inoffensive white partition separated her segment of t e
room from Mary's. The only intrusion was the old radiator, breaking t e
smoothness of the wall; its silver paint had long since cracked and fla e
off, leaving rusty brown spots here and there. Lying on her back, s e
looked up and the ceiling was as distant as the sky. Then, as she watc e ,
her vision shifted in a fuzzy moment, and the ceiling seemed just inc
away, hovering before her eyes.
.
The heat of the room wrapped itself around her. I want to go out, s
thought. She pushed herself up carefully in bed, feeling the tentative tug o
the stitches in her side. Bracing her hand on the top of the night-table,^
stood on trembling legs. She walked with uncertain steps to the partitio
Finally, she stood, one hand grasping the edge of the partition, and Peere
into the other segment of the room.
.t
Her room-mate was there, as motionless as when they had tirst broU
her in. Mary was very quiet, connected as she was to instruments to meas ef
heart-beat and breathing. Tubes ran down into her wrist and P'c^e she
nose. The tubes made a sucking sound: standing at the partition,
remembered waking up late at night, on many nights it seemed, to lie in ^
darkness and listen to that occasional, nasal draining sound. She edge P
Mary to the door.
kid
She put her head cautiously into the corridor: like being a little and
U
again, she thought, wandering around after bed-time. She looked P c
down the silent corridor. Coast is clear. She walked slowly, fearfullyt a . c
of the stitches pulling gently in her side with each step. The stillness o ^
corridor reminded her of a bus-station in which she had once found
JCJ,
She was in a town she had never heard of before, waiting for a bus The
never came. It had been late and the brightly lit station was empty-across
ticket-agent's booth was dark, with a metal, criss-cross gate drawn the window.
fC
Her corridor intersected a larger main hall; on the wall facing her,
^
was a mirror. In the mirror, she could see a tiny, cautious figure in a
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night-gown, creeping up the corridor. As she walked, she kept her eyes to
the checker board tiled floor, marking off her slow progress by black and
white squares.
She looked up when she had reached the end of the corridor, and a
stranger looked back. Slowly, she reached out and the figure did likewise,
and their fingers touched glass. Every bone in the face stood out: the
prominent cheeks, the deep eye-sockets, the stark chin; her fingers traced
the image's face, traced the bones and traced the sagging, wrinkled flesh.
She looked away from the mirror, trying to find her bearings. The
niain hall ran in two directions from where she stood. To her right, the hall
ended in a wall and another mirror. To her left were the elevators and a restarea. With one hand splayed on the wall beside her, she picked her way
toward the elevators across the checker board. She came to the nurse's
station and tried to walk normally; but it was unnecessary; the station was
deserted.
The waiting area was a mustard-colored island of carpet; even with her
e>es to the floor, she had an impression of cane chairs and a coffee table. As
stepped onto the carpet, she realized that there was already someone else
'here. He slouched in one of the chairs, legs crossed in a broken four,
fading. Or pretending to; she saw him glance furtively up at her twice, as
* e headed for a chair. Looks about fifteen, she thought, easing herself
0vvn into the chair opposite him.
The air was cooler here, and there was a sense of spaciousness which
made her bold. "Excuse me, but do know what day it is?"
He looked up from his book, as though noticing her for the first time.
u
Friday. Friday night." He went back to his book. Through the window,
s e could see a few lights shining coldly in the distance.
Do you know what time it is?" she asked, suddenly anxious. "Could
y°u tell me?"
, He peeled back the sleeve of his sweater and glanced at his watch.
Sorry . , „ my Watch stopped. 1 forgot to wind it. It's late." He looked
0NVn at the carpet, riffling the pages of his book with his thumb. Still
Etching the carpet he asked, "How do you feel?"
wh •' 'h'nk I have a fever—my room felt hot and I couldn't sleep. That's
ad^ '•m ^ere " She couldn't see his eyes. "I've got stitches in my side. 1 had
1 ficult operation; that's what the doctor said."
"It must be hard."
His hands kneaded the book, bending it, twisting it. He was looking
••jf/ at l^e levators. "I'm sorry to have distrubed you," she said curtly,
s just that I've been alone for two months now, watching the walls."
CQ- ^h, hey ..." He sat up in his chair and dropped his book on the
this ^
"listen, I'm sorry. I know how hard it is, to be in a place like
shenodded.

He said, "There's nothing to hold onto here ..."
0r the first time, they looked squarely at one another. He had curly,
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dark hair and dark eyes; they were moist and bright. Her vision seemed to
waver then, and she glanced away. Quietly, she said, "You're right."
"My father died here, this afternoon," he said softly. "His room was
there, down that hall." Vaguely, he indicated the long, florescent-lit hall
dwindling away from them. "He told me that when someone dies, the
nurses don't want the other patients to know about it. So they call for Dr. X
on the intercom—that's their code."
"I've never heard that."
"He spent nights listening for that call, excepting to hear his own room
number called." He wrapped his arms tightly around himself as thoug
suddenly cold.
Faintly, very faintly, she could hear a distant tearing sound as thoug a
heavy wind was blowing hard against the building. It gained in force,
welling up powerfully outside, in the darkness: for a moment, the entire
hospital seemed to tremble and to shift upon its foundations. Then i
subsided, reduced to faintness again, audible only in the spaces between
words.
.
He was still speaking, staring at the floor again. "He said he thoug
he was the only person left alive at night." She closed her eyes. The win ^
sound was gone, and all that she could hear was an occasional shifting
gears in the wall as the elevators moved, and the gentle whisper of his voic •
"This morning, he told me that he couldn't hold on any more, that he wa
finally going to die. Today, he said."
She opened her eyes. "I guess everybody dies," she said.
ward
There were quick foot-steps in the hall, and a night-nurse ran to
" She
her. "What are you doing here? You're not supposed to be up • • •
looked up and an orderly was standing beside her with a wheelchair
was lifted onto the seat. They turned her around, and began to pus
down the hall, back to her room.
"We'll have to send for the doctor, quick . . » said the nurse,
somewhere above her. They were back at her room, and she was lifted and
inning
placed carefully on the bed, on the crumpled sheets. Her head was sp
and she felt the heat of the room, the pain in her side, the fever.
^
Seconds or hours later, she realized that she was awake; the lig 1 f
on and she was staring at the blue, bland wall before her. At the edge o ^
vision, she could see a doctor's smock, bending over her. She turned wi ^
effort and looked up. A blankness returned the look; the doctor a
face. The blood roared in her ears, the wind was wailing, she lost er
and was swept away.

Kyrla Lowe
A Short Analysis
of Gabriel Garcia Marquez's
One Hundred Years of Solitude

If One Hundred Years of Solitude were analysed as a play most of it
would be classified as dramatic exposition: information which is
necessary to the audience or reader's understanding of the play, but
which does not quite fit into the progression, in terms of plot and acll°n, of the play. Viewing the book as the unfolding or revealing of a
Cr'tical dramatic situation facilitates one's understanding of it. The plot
°f the book, the critical dramatic sequence, presented as a play would
Progress in the following manner:
1) Aureliano Babilonia, an infant, is delievered to
Fernanda by a nun. Fernanda then banishes him from
view.
2) Some years later Aureliano would be discovered by
his grandfather, Aureliano Segundo, who would clean
Aureliano, introduce him to some form of human
commerce, and introduce him to Malquiades room.
3) Auerliano would study with his grandfather, and
with the ghost of Melquiades begin to study the
manuscripts of Melquiades.
4) After his grandfather's death and the departure of
Melquiades he would continue the study of the
manuscripts on his own.
5) Amaranta Ursula would return to the house with
her husband. Aureliano and Amaranta Ursula would
hegin to fall in love, with a little help from Pilar Ternera.
6) They would discover love, and Amaranta's
husband would leave.
7) Ihey would have a son, Aureliano the last.
8) Following his birth, both Amaranta Ursula and the
son would die.
9) Aureliano Babilonia would then discover, through
their deaths, the 'key' to understanding the manuscripts
of Melquiades.
10) Aureliano would then pick up the manuscripts,
and in reading them discover that not only his own life,
hut that of his whole family had been predetermined,
Pmdestined, and known by a man who if not God
Personified, was in some way directly connected with
God.
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This indeed is the plot of One Hundred Years of Solitude, the remainder
of detail being merely dramatic exposition. The dramatic exposition is
merely the probing of Aurelianos heritage of solitude. The plot starts
with the entrance of Auerliano Babilonia, as his beginnings in solitude
are important to understanding the impact of his breaking the family
line of solitude. We, as readers, enter the book as innocent as Aureliano
Babilonia when he picks up the manuscripts of Melquiades for the first
time, (see #3 above) But we begin reading at the same point in time that
he begins reading the manuscript with understanding, having discovered
their 'key'.
One Hundred Years of Solitude is the manuscript of Melquides, and
we as readers are almost identical to Aureliano Babilonia. That we are to
be in the same state of mind as Auerliano while reading is insured by the
form of the fiction, in which the author "had not put the events in the
order of man's conventional time, but had concentrated a century of
daily episodes in such a way that they co-existed in one instant." (PP^
382) Marquez achieves his effect of concentrating a century's worth ot
daily epoisodes through numerous devices. He causes us to focus on
'time' in his title, then proceeds to offer us as little as possible through
which we might be able to place events in time. We are not given facts
which would allow us to place the events of the story in our own time
sense, that of the real, historical world. The book itself is almost im
possible to chronical: simultaneous events are presented chapters
apart, events occur shortly before or shortly after other events thoug
we have no idea what the time span of 'shortly' is, situations which first
appear as memory turn into the actual moment of the event being
remembered, and characters live to reach incredible ages, or die and
disappear unconnected to any other event, only to reappear pages later
as ghost who are equally as vital as the actual 'living' character ever was_
To further our confusion regarding 'time', Marquez repeats the names ^
his characters in each generation so that even the generations
characters blend together in a kind of single, timeless generation
Because of the ordering, or disordering of events we do not realize we
are reading with Aureliano until the end of the book. While our instan
15
of a century's worth of daily episodes is a bit longer than Aurelianos ,'t
the same instant. We are, as is Aureliano, detatched, passionate
curious and fascinated until we have finished. As Aureliano Babilo ^
reaches his completion, the book reaches its completion, and we
readers are finally in a position to understand that which we have rea
and
So that we believe in the truth of Melquiades' manuscripts,
believe in Melquiades himself, we are, in the first chapter, given tid- 1
of information which set us up and allow us to accept his existence la
on.
"Melquiades, who was an honest man, warned
(pg H)
him..
"The gypsy gave him convincing proof of his hon
(pg 13)
esty . .
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"That prodigious creature, (Melquiades) said to
possess the keys of Nostradamus, was a gloomy man,
enveloped in a sad aura, with an Asiatic look that
seemed to know what was there on the other side of
(pg. 15)
things."
'n so doing, in the first chapter and through-out the book, Marquez has
•manipulated us into believing in a kind of God. But who is this God, and
what is the message in his manuscript?
The major message or truth of the manuscript is that solitude is
caused by a lack of love. We receive this message through the following
^ents, presented in the following order: 1) the first child of the Buendia
race, Jose Arcadio, is conceived in pride and fear; 2) the first child in
0r|e hundred years of the Buendia race to be conceived and born from
'°ve is Aureliano the last; 3) and that races are condemned to one
hundred years of solitude. Ordering these events and facts properly we
can infer with certainty their meaning: Since races are condemned to a
hundred years of solitude, and since Aureliano the last "was the only
0ne in a century who had been engendered with love" (pp. 378), the
conception of Jose Arcadio in pride and fear must have been the act
which condemned the Buendia race to their one-hundred years of
so'itude. That the love that engendered Aureliano the last is good and
Permanent, and has truly ended the solitude is given us as prophecy:
". . . they learned that dominate obsessions can
prevail against death and they were happy again with
the certainty that they would go on loving each other in
their shape as a apparitions long after other species of
future animals would steal from the insects the paradise
of misery that the insects were finally stealing from
men." (pg. 378)
't seems that the implied author is a religious man. The rhetorical
•H'cstion he offers us is whether or not we readers, as members of the
human race, wish to condemn ourselves to solitude through violence,
pr'^e' or
we w's^ to Predestine ourselves to eternal hapl^ne
r connectedness) through love. The power of the book stems in
lar
part from the fact that while most contemporary readers would say
•fieta °°Se
'atter
destinies, we are as easily led astray as our
e» the Buendia family, by pride, war, lust,. . . continue with
the
remainder of the seven deadly sins.
v mis particular choice of topic, form and artifice by Marquez?
-[••
sub S°'ltU(^e' 'ack of love, and 'disappearance' of God are fairly topical
eter |S' so'itLJde and the need for love and connection are fairly
a topics. It seems that the topic choice is a result of Marquez
list
a sens't've ear f° the anguished cries of his fellow men.
But r"^
torbid that a sophisticated contemporary reader should ever
think
read * °0'< was S°'ng to preach on the morality of love, for then most
|VotJld simply put down the book after the first pages, as they
Woul
throw away a pamphlet left on the door-step by the Jehova
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Witnesses. Therefore we are given, as form, the time-sense of
Melquiades by Marquez, who can then deliver to us a century's worth of
solitude and pain without our knowing his purpose. Melquiades is
Marquez's (or the implied author's) artifice to keep us in a state of
bewilderment, and to keep himself distanced from his own obessive
sadness for and love of the human race. With the use of this artifice we
do not have to go through the pain of hearing Marquez, the
man/author, say "the only reason you're alive, the only valid reason you
have to live, is love." I nstead we hear Melquiades in his manuscript:
"Sir Francis Drake had attacked Riohacha only so that
they could seek each other through the most intricate
labyrinths of blood until they would engender the
Mythological animal (a child of love) that would bring
the line (of solitude) to an end." (pg. 382-383)
(parentheticals mine)
One Hundred Years of Solitude is a brilliantly conceived and executed
metaphore for the author's vision of the present condition of the human
race. Marquez understands his readers well enough to know that m
order to deliver his vision and its attached moral, he must trick us into
believing we are reading a marvelously intricate and detailed story
about 'a family' and about 'time and memory,' revealing his real purpose
only at the end of the book as the manuscript is deceiphered.
The action of the reader Aureliano and that of the con tempera
reader are similiar, though not the same. Aureliano discovers the e
to the manuscripts through the deaths of his lover and son, then retL^ e
to the manuscript to read again for more complete understanding,
contemporary reader receives his 'key' finishing the book, and is
more than likely to flick back through the pages to understand mo
fully what is written therein:
"If I speak in the tongues of man and of angels, but have
not love, I am a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. And if
I have prophetic powers, and understand all mysteries
and all knowledge and if I have all faith, so as to move
mountains, but have not love, I am nothing." (1st
Corinthians, Chapt. 13, verses 1 and 2)
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Contributors Outside Kenyon
Luis Cernuda: was born in Spain September 21, 1902 and died in
Mexico City in 1963. He lived in self-imposed exile for most of his life,
trying to reconcile himself to a world he felt to be constantly more
hostile. He taught at Cambridge, University of Glasgow and at Mt.
Holyoke College. The poem translated here, (18) is from his book
Silhouette of Air, [Perfil del Aire). Malaga, 1927.
Robert Hahn is a poet who hails from Great Barrington, Mass. He
has been published in over thirty national periodicals, including Har
per's, The Iowa Review, Chicago Review and Sumac, among others. The
Poem of Poems previously appeared in The Carleton Miscellany. His
hook, Routine Risks, is scheduled to be released by Abbatoir Editions
this coming year. We are pleased to have him in Hika.

Essay Notes
Gabriel Garcia Marquez was born in Columbia in 1928, but has
lived most of his life in Mexico and Europe. He presently lives in Bar
celona. In addition to One Hundred Years of Solitude, he has written
two collections of short fiction, No One Writes To Ihe Colonel, and
Leaf Storm.
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The passages quoted in the essay were taken from the translation
"^an's^
Gregory Rabassa, Bard Books, published by Avon,
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